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The Adventures of Sophie Mouse Collection (Boxed Set)
2018-10-23 the first four adventures of sophie mouse
books are now available in one charming boxed set join
sophie mouse in silverlake forest as she makes a new
friend looks for special emerald berries learns to swim
at forget me not lake builds a fort at butterfly brook
with her forest friends and more with easy to read
language and illustrations on almost every page the
adventures of sophie mouse chapter books are perfect
for beginning readers this adorable collection includes
a new friend the emerald berries forget me not lake
looking for winston
A New Friend 2015-01-20 eight year old sophie mouse s
excited to return to school after the long winter break
but there s a new student a snake and sophie and the
other animals are afraid to sit near him much less ask
him to play with them because they ve heard that snakes
are awful
The Adventures of Sophie Mouse 3 Books in 1! 2016-10-04
the first three books in the adventures of sophie mouse
series are now available in one enchanting paperback
bind up join sophie mouse and her forest friends in
silverlake forest as they make a new friend look for
special emerald berries and learn to swim at forget me
not lake in this all in one paperback edition with easy
to read language and illustrations on almost every page
the adventures of sophie mouse chapter books are
perfect for beginning readers this fantastic three book
bind up includes a new friend the emerald berries and
forget me not lake
The Emerald Berries 2015-01-20 learning about special
emerald berries that may provide a perfect color for a
new painting sophie and her friend hattie frog embark
on a scary mission to faraway weedsnag way and receive
help from a long missing squirrel simultaneous
The Adventures of Sophie Mouse 4 Books in 1! 2016-05-17
the first four adventures of sophie mouse books are now
available in one enchanting hardcover collection join



sophie mouse and her forest friends in silverlake
forest as they make a new friend look for special
emerald berries learn to swim at forget me not lake
build a fort at butterfly brook and more with easy to
read language and illustrations on almost every page
this adventures of sophie mouse collection which
includes a new friend the emerald berries forget me not
lake and looking for winston is perfect for beginning
readers
Forget-Me-Not Lake 2015-05-12 wishing she could play in
the water like her friends hattie frog and owen snake
sophie mouse regrets being a mouse until her friends
figure out a way for her to join in their splashy fun
simultaneous and ebook
The Maple Festival 2015-10-13 sophie mouse is so
excited to help her mother bake treats for silverlake
forest s big maple festival in the fifth book of the
adventures of sophie mouse it s finally fall in
silverlake forest and that means it s time for the
annual maple festival the animals have heard it is
going to be the biggest one yet with games rides and of
course lily mouse s famous maple filled bake stand
sophie is delighted when her mother asks for her help
baking the goodies for the festival when they get there
sophie runs off to play with her friends until she
notices that no one has come to her mother s stand can
she use some quick thinking and her artistic skills to
draw customers in with easy to read language and
illustrations on almost every page the adventures of
sophie mouse chapter books are perfect for beginning
readers
Looking for Winston 2015-08-11 sophie mouse s little
brother goes missing in the fourth book of the
adventures of sophie mouse sophie s brother winston
really wants to help sophie and her friends build a
fort at butterfly brook but sophie doesn t want her six
year old brother hanging around and she tells him he s
too little to join soon after winston leaves sophie



realizes that they could use his help after all so she
returns to tell winston he s welcome to come along but
winston is nowhere to be found will sophie find her
little brother with easy to read language and
illustrations on almost every page the adventures of
sophie mouse chapter books are perfect for beginning
readers
The Great, Big Paw Print 2016 while sophie and her
friends are exploring they come across a huge paw print
bigger than they have ever seen and they are determined
to find out what could have made it
Winter's No Time to Sleep! 2015-12-08 while sophie
mouse and her forest friends are playing in the snow
one day they accidentally wake a hibernating hedgehog
named pippa who is a little grumpy at first but sophie
hattie and owen show her all the fun things to do in
wintertime
The Great Bake Off 2019-04-23 sophie helps her mom make
lots of sweets in this fourteenth charming book of the
adventures of sophie mouse series when sophie helps her
mom bake all sorts of sweets they realize there s
plenty to share with the nearby village can they find
their way there before the sweets go bad with easy to
read language and illustrations on almost every page
the adventures of sophie mouse chapter books are
perfect for beginning readers
Journey to the Crystal Cave 2017-10-24 sophie discovers
a mysterious crystal cave but her friends don t believe
her in this twelfth charming book of the adventures of
sophie mouse series sophie mouse and her friends are
playing hide and seek near butterfly brook sophie finds
the perfect hiding spot but she finds something else
too it s a glowing cave the problem is when sophie
tells her friends about her discovery they don t
believe her after all who s ever heard of a cave that
glows now sophie is on a mission to prove she s telling
the truth with easy to read language and illustrations
on almost every page the adventures of sophie mouse



chapter books are perfect for beginning readers
The Mouse House 2017-08-15 excitedly attending her
friend s birthday party sophie becomes jealous when her
friend receives a mouse house a gift sophie has always
wanted
The Missing Tooth Fairy 2019-10-22 sophie gets a visit
from the tooth fairy or does she in this fifteenth
charming book of the adventures of sophie mouse series
sophie mouse has never lost a tooth before but it looks
like that s about to change because sophie s tooth sure
is wiggly she s a little scared until a friend tells
her that when you lose your tooth and put it under your
pillow the tooth fairy brings you a present now sophie
can t wait for her tooth to fall out then sophie does
exactly what she s supposed to but the tooth fairy
never comes what did sophie do wrong or is the tooth
fairy simply missing with easy to read language and
illustrations on almost every page the adventures of
sophie mouse chapter books are perfect for beginning
readers
The Whispering Woods 2022-09-06 while camping sophie
hattie and owen hear strange noises in the woods and
decide to investigate
A New Friend 2015-03-06 in this first of a charming
series about a little mouse and her forest friends
sophie mouse must convince her classmates and herself
that a new student is nothing to fear even if he is a
snake readers will delight in the adventures of sophie
mouse
A Surprise Visitor 2016-08-23 a little bird who s
learning to fly accidentally winds up in sophie s yard
in the eighth charming book of the adventures of sophie
mouse sophie gets a surprise visitor when a little bird
makes a crash landing into her yard and hurts his wing
but with sophie and her friends to help nurse him back
to health the baby bird will be flying high in no time
with easy to read language and illustrations on almost
every page the adventures of sophie mouse chapter books



are perfect for beginning readers
The Hidden Cottage 2021-10-19 sophie hattie and owen
stumble across an adorable cottage hidden in the woods
in this eighteenth charming book of the adventures of
sophie mouse sophie and her friends discover an
adorable cottage hidden in the woods and it seems as if
no one lives there the three friends each find
something special to love about the little home and
soon they spend all their free time there but one day
they discover that things have been moved in the
cottage does someone live there after all with easy to
read language and illustrations on almost every page
the sophie mouse chapter books are perfect for
beginning readers
It's Raining, It's Pouring 2017-03-07 sophie mouse and
her furry friends prepare for a big storm that s headed
right for silverlake forest in this tenth charming book
of the adventures of sophie mouse series sophie mouse
has been preparing for the first ever silverlake forest
spring fling for weeks she has come up with activities
like a lily pad dance she s thought of games to play
and she s created all sorts of fun hats masks and other
costumes for her friends to wear but the day of the
spring fling is approaching and sophie s twitching
whiskers are telling her that the rain is too sure
enough it rains and it pours will sophie figure out a
way to save the day or will all her hard work go to
down the drain with easy to read language and
illustrations on almost every page the adventures of
sophie mouse chapter books are perfect for beginning
readers
Sophie Scott Goes South 2013 nine year old sophie scott
embarks on a month long mission to antarctica with her
father aboard an icebreaker and documents her adventure
in the iceberg strewn seas in a diary she fills with
notes about the area s natural wonders 15 000 first
printing
Sophie's Adventures 2018-07 in this second book of the



adventures of sophie mouse sophie and her friend hattie
frog go on a daring adventure through the woods in
search of some special art supplies
The Emerald Berries 2015-03-06 the first adventure of
this new york times best selling porcine wonder is now
available as an e book ages 6 8 features an audio read
along to mr and mrs watson mercy is not just a pig she
s a porcine wonder and to the portly and good natured
mercy the watsons are an excellent source of buttered
toast not to mention that buttery toasty feeling she
gets when she snuggles into bed with them this is not
however so good for the watsons bed boom crack as the
bed and its occupants slowly sink through the floor
mercy escapes in a flash to alert the fire department
her owners assure themselves but could mercy possibly
have another emergency in mind like a sudden craving
for their neighbors sugar cookies welcome to the wry
and endearing world of mercy watson an ebullient new
character for early chapter book readers in a series
that s destined to be a classic
Mercy Watson to the Rescue 2013-10-08 for use in
schools and libraries only in this first of a charming
series about a little mouse and her forest friends
sophie mouse must convince her classmates and herself
that a new student is nothing to fear even if he is a
snake readers will delight in the adventures of sophie
mouse in the first book of the adventures of sophie
mouse springtime has arrived at silverlake forest the
animals are coming out of their homes buds are blooming
on the trees and the air smells of honeysuckles and
tree bark sophie mouse can t wait to go back to school
after the long winter break even better there s a new
student in class sophie loves meeting new animals but
the class gasps when owen enters he s a snake no one is
brave enough to sit near him or play with owen at
recess or even talk to him can sophie help her friends
understand that owen s not scary after all with easy to
read language and illustrations on almost every page



the adventures of sophie mouse chapter books are
perfect for beginning readers
A New Friend 2015-01-20 sophie mouse wishes she could
play in the water at forget me not lake with her
friends but she can t because she s a mouse or can she
find out in this third book of the adventures of sophie
mouse sophie mouse likes being a mouse so she s excited
that she and her classmates are making presentations
for school about life as the type of animal they are
sophie has already made a list of things she can do run
fast scurry into small places and more but while
playing at forget me not lake with her friends hattie
frog and owen snake sophie realizes one thing she
definitely can t do swim hattie and owen are having so
much fun in the water and sophie will never be able to
join them sophie starts to think that being a mouse isn
t so special after all when sophie s friends notice her
disappointment can they figure out a way to get her out
on the water with easy to read language and
illustrations on almost every page the adventures of
sophie mouse chapter books are perfect for beginning
readers
Forget-Me-Not Lake 2015-05-12 sophie and her friends
accidently awaken a hibernating hedgehog in the sixth
book of the adventures of sophie mouse winter has
finally arrived in silverlake forest and sophie and her
friends are having some snowy fun while playing one day
they accidentally wake a hedgehog named pippa who has
been hibernating all winter though pippa is a little
foggy at first sophie hattie and owen show her all the
fun things to do in wintertime there s ice skating on
the pond sledding down snowy hills snow animals to
build and so much more the only problem is now that
pippa s awake will she ever be able to get back to
sleep with easy to read language and illustrations on
almost every page the adventures of sophie mouse
chapter books are perfect for beginning readers
The Adventures of Sophie and Olivia 2020-09-30 sophie



is small but very determined she loves animals and is
going to be a lady farmer when she grows up she is fond
of most creatures especially little ones like snails
but there s one she cannot stand her prissy new
neighbour dawn
Winter's No Time to Sleep! 2015-12-08 fans of sophie
kinsella s sparkling humor will love her first ever
illustrated series for young readers about the charming
adventures of a mother daughter fairy duo ella brook
can t wait to grow up because one day she will become a
fairy and have her own sparkly wings and a teacher on
fairy tube just like her mom until then ella has to
learn by watching her mom in action but sometimes
spells go wrong and ella s mom can never seem to
remember the right magic codes on her computawand a lot
of the time it s up to ella to come to the rescue does
she have what it takes to be a fairy one day or will
there be more glitches than glitter
Sophie's Snail 2015-02-05 sophie mouse discovers a
giant paw print in pine needle grove and follows it
right into a bear s den in the ninth charming book of
the adventures of sophie mouse series while sophie and
her friends are exploring sassafras alley they come
across a huge paw print they have seen paw prints
before but they ve never seen one this big what sort of
animal could have made such a giant paw print as the
friends go on an adventure to find out they are in for
a great big surprise with easy to read language and
illustrations on almost every page the adventures of
sophie mouse chapter books are perfect for beginning
readers
Fairy Mom and Me #1 2018-01-02 three books in one
featuring sophie a little girl who loves animals and
wants to be a farmer some day her best friend is great
great aunt al and her worst enemy is a girl called dawn
follow her adventures in these three titles sophie s
snail sophie s tom and sophie hits six
The Great Big Paw Print 2016-11-22 so good i read it



twice hilary mckay author of the skylarks war this
thrilling time slip adventure oozes magic and heart
bookseller editor s choice when charlie s longed for
brother is born with a serious heart condition charlie
s world is turned upside down upset and afraid charlie
flees the hospital and makes for the ancient forest on
the edge of town there charlie finds a boy floating
face down in the stream injured but alive but when
charlie sets off back to the hospital to fetch help it
seems the forest has changed it s become a place as
strange and wild as the boy dressed in deerskins for
charlie has unwittingly fled into the stone age with no
way to help the boy or return to the present day or is
there what follows is a wild big hearted adventure as
charlie and the stone age boy set out together to find
what they have lost their courage their hope their
family and their way home fans of piers torday and stig
of the dump will love this wild wise and heartfelt
debut adventure
Sophie's Adventures 2001 when i first lived in ukraine
i was preoccupied with its ideas of the past and future
once maidan started there was nothing but the present
every hour held the possibility of transformation and
of terrible violence after leaving university in 2004
sophie pinkham moved to siberia to volunteer for the
red cross tackling the rising aids crisis by folding
origami tulips over the next decade she travelled and
worked across the post soviet world from lake baikal to
the black sea at a time when the young countries of the
region were struggling to define their new identities
black square is a multidimensional portrait of a period
of tumultuous change and of a generation that came of
age after the fall of the ussr only to see protestors
shot on kiev s main square crimea annexed by russia and
a bitter war in eastern ukraine we meet a charismatic
doctor fighting the aids epidemic even as he struggles
with his own drug addiction an iconoclastic artist with
a penchant for public nudity and a russian jewish



clarinettist agitating for ukrainian liberation with a
deep knowledge of the literature and legends of the
region and a keen outsider s eye for the dark
absurdities of post soviet society black square
delivers an indelible impression of a region and a
world on the brink
The Wild Way Home 2020-07-01 join sophie mouse and her
forest friends in silverlake forest as they make a new
friend learn to swim at forget me not lake find an
unlucky four leaf clover and more the adventures of
sophie mouse is perfect for beginning readers with easy
to read language and illustrations on almost every page
aligned to common core standards and correlated to
state standards spotlight a division of abdo
Black Square 2016-08-25 you are about to have the
incredible good fortune of meeting the gallo family and
at the center of this wonderful brave smart and funny
family is sophie whose sparkling personality and big
heart will win you over from the very first chapter
when she rescues a forlorn german shepherd puppy some
people are born storytellers and anna shammas is one of
them you re in capable hands join the adventures of
sophie and enjoy the laughter tears lessons and fun
brought to you by the gallo family and their friends it
s a world you ll be glad to be part of misty urban
The Adventures of Sophie Mouse 2017-12-15 this
christmas a little dog is in for a big adventure
Adventures of Sophie 2018 adventures of a french mouse
sophie the mouse and the oyster first adventure this
beloved family favorite is now being offered on amazon
for the very first time introduce your child to sophie
a chic yet adorable little white mouse and join her as
she walks around paris learning about cheese and
fashion and how to make friends the french way in this
first volume of all things sophie we accompany her on
an adventure where she makes some new friends and
discovers sea animals this book is sweet and fun and
bursting with french attitude with its colorful vivid



and whimsical illustrations strewn throughout the text
both you and your child will be drawn into the exciting
alluring world of paris france from an irresistible
mouse eye view your child will be exposed to french
words and pronunciations learn about what people eat
and wear in paris and widen his or her worldview as you
read about daily life exploration and etiquette the
parisian way this touching tale has been translated
into multiple languages and is already loved by
countless children and their families written with
style and humor that will be enjoyed by both children
and their parents this charming book is sure to become
a well read favorite in your child s library and
enjoyed for generations to come introduce your child to
sophie with an emphasis on the e pronounced soh fee the
curious and brave little mouse and you will both be
ready and waiting for her second adventure sophie and
the magician which is soon to be published on amazon
Claude’s Christmas Adventure 2016-10-20 adventures of a
french mouse sophie the mouse and the oyster first
adventure this beloved family favorite is now being
offered on amazon for the very first time introduce
your child to sophie a chic yet adorable little white
mouse and join her as she walks around paris learning
about cheese and fashion and how to make friends the
french way in this first volume of all things sophie we
accompany her on an adventure where she makes some new
friends and discovers sea animals this book is sweet
and fun and bursting with french attitude with its
colorful vivid and whimsical illustrations strewn
throughout the text both you and your child will be
drawn into the exciting alluring world of paris france
from an irresistible mouse eye view your child will be
exposed to french words and pronunciations learn about
what people eat and wear in paris and widen his or her
worldview as you read about daily life exploration and
etiquette the parisian way this touching tale has been
translated into multiple languages and is already loved



by countless children and their families written with
style and humor that will be enjoyed by both children
and their parents this charming book is sure to become
a well read favorite in your child s library and
enjoyed for generations to come introduce your child to
sophie with an emphasis on the e pronounced soh fee the
curious and brave little mouse and you will both be
ready and waiting for her second adventure sophie and
the magician which is soon to be published on amazon
Adventures of a French Mouse 2017-03-31 with a dazzling
and thoughtful voice this critically acclaimed novel
deals directly with the challenges and dangers of
immigration exploring the ties that bind us together in
an age when issues threaten to divide us one night
sophie and her parents are called to a hospital where
pedro a six year old mexican boy is recovering from
dehydration crossing the border into arizona with a
group of mexicans and a coyote or guide pedro and his
parents faced such harsh conditions that the boy is the
only survivor pedro comes to live with sophie her
parents and sophie s aunt dika a refugee of the war in
bosnia sophie loves pedro her principito or little
prince but after a year pedro s surviving family in
mexico makes contact and sophie dika dika s new
boyfriend and his son must travel with pedro to his
hometown so that he can make a heartwrenching decision
an ira award winner an américas award honor book an ala
yalsa best book for young adults a colorado book award
winner a cybil award finalist a school library journal
best book an oprah s kids reading list selection a ccbc
choice list selection a richie s pick a captivating
read school library journal starred review the vivid
characters the fine imagery and the satisfying story
arc make this a rewarding novel booklist starred review
the prose captivates from the first chapter a vibrant
large hearted story publishers weekly starred review
Adventures of a French Mouse. Russian Edition
2017-04-12 a young journalist prompts a reclusive piano



superstar to open up resulting in this stunning graphic
sonata exploring a lifetime of rivalry regret and
redemption 1933 in the small french village of cressy
la valoise a local piano contest brings together two
brilliant young players julien dubois the privileged
heir of a wealthy family and françois samson the
janitor s son one wins one loses and both are changed
forever 1997 in a huge mansion stained with cigarette
smoke and memories a bitter old man is shaken by the
unexpected visit of an interviewer somewhere between
reality and fantasy julien composes like in a musical
score a complex and moving story about the cost of
success rivalry redemption and flying pianos when all
is said and done did anyone ever truly win and is there
any music left to play
Red Glass 2007-11-13
Ballad for Sophie 2021-11-03
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